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Languages display regularities in the 
positioning and sequencing of sounds. 
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We compared infants’ looking time 
proportion to the target object 
before and after hearing the target 
word in the preferential looking test. 

Infants detect1,2 these phonotactic 
regularities and use them during word 
segmentation3,4 and word learning5,6. 

Laboratory experiments demonstrate that 
phonotactic regularities7 and other 
language properties8,9,10 can be acquired 
by statistical learning mechanisms. 

However, these mechanisms may not be 
recruited for natural language learning. 

To examine this issue, one can explore the 
extent to which the output from statistical 
learning is used by established language 
processes such as word learning11. 
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Phonotactic learning influences other 
language processes, including word 
recognition12 and word learning. 

Not only can infants learn novel linguistic 
regularities from auditory exposure but 
the output from this learning is used by 
the language processing system. 

hear language with consonant-position regularities 

pair novel object with novel label 

ask to identify known and newly-learned objects 
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For known objects and newly-learned 
objects with a legal-label, infants 
increased looking to the target object 
after hearing the target word.   


